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It doesn’t deliver e-mail and you cannot store MP3 files on it - but wow, it looks good! At
Conway Stewart, they are discovering that classic writing pens, though old, are stylish,
elegant and desirable in a modern world gone technology-crazy. As the old saying goes
"Fine wine gets better with age".
The company enjoyed its centenary in 2005, and is the only manufacturer who continues to use
traditional materials and filling mechanisms that were used in the Golden Era of the fountain pen
(lever fill, button fill) with the option of the modern converter cartridge for today’s modern users. No
other pen manufacturer offers as wide a selection of high quality resins, materials that have depth,
which is not the case with many other resin pens.
Six x 18 carat solid gold nib grades, all made to a stringent specification should satisfy even the most
discerning writer, while the models are available in different sizes – length and girth – as well as
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different weights to satisfy every user’s requirements.

And those ‘users’ go right to the top of society including Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and The Duke
of Edinburgh, who were presented with two Conway Stewart pens from "the Elite Collection" to
commemorate their Golden Wedding Anniversary. Recently, Prime Minister Blair presented Russian
President Putin a Conway Stewart Churchill Burgundy Fountain pen on a state visit to Russia, and
French President Jacques Chirac was given a Brown Marble Churchill to celebrate his 70th birthday.
President Bush and President Clinton both own a Conway Stewart.
As a special offer to Classic Driver readers looking for that elusive Christmas Gift, Conway Stewart
are offering a generous 15% discount on pens bought online from their internet store.

To claim your discount simply enter the code CDriver in the ‘Vouchers/Coupons’ box of the Payment
Information on Order Process page on in the Online Boutique section of www.conwaystewart.com

Important! This offer closes on 24th December 2006!

Conway Stewart pens will be shipped to customers within 2-28 working days depending on model and
stock availability. Shipping charge is not discounted

Please refer to Classic Driver's standard Terms & Conditions - Classic Driver will not be held
responsible for the actions of third party sites.
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